Attending the Globalex MC virtual meeting on 26 August 2019 were Ed Finegan, Ilan Kernerman, Simon Krek, Dion Nkomo, and Lars Trap-Jensen. This Report is a summary.*

**Globalex website.** Some changes to the website have been agreed to by all MC members, and further changes to the About page will be made soon.

**Administration.** Concern about how many CA members access our reports led to an agreement that the social media channel of Elexis could be used to disseminate the reports further.

**Conference spotlights.** Julia invited greetings at Australex from the sister CAs. Globalex reps are encouraged to ask their respective CA presidents to send greetings.

A Globalex greeting/presentation slot is planned for eLex in Sintra, Portugal, in October.

**Workshops in 2020.** Planning for the Afrilex conference is progressing. The first CFP awaits confirmation of final date and keynote speakers.

Lars has inquired of the Euralex board about a workshop on neologisms at the Euralex conference in Greece and awaits a reply.

Ilan will prepare a proposal for a workshop on linked lexicography for LREC.

Papers presented at the Globalex workshop at the 2019 DSNA meeting are under review for publication in a special issue of *Dictionaries*, to appear in the spring of 2020.

**Repository for Globalex documents.** Simon’s suggestion of a Globalex directory as part of the Elexis cloud solution, allowing each MC member to access documents via a personal login (like Dropbox), was welcomed by all, and Simon will set it up.

**Publications.** *Lexicon* is available on the website, with each article and entire volumes accessible. The search function will be developed and is expected to be ready for the opening of the eLex meeting as a new version will be launched by then, including *Lexicon*. The Nordic journals are already available online, so only a linking is needed for them. Ed reported that appendices to articles appearing in *Dictionaries* are sometimes too large for paper issues and could conveniently appear on the Globalex website.

**Other business.** At DSNA, Ilan and Gilles-Maurice de Schryver communicated with Regiani Aparecida Santos Zacarias (regiani.zacarias@unesp.br), a Brazilian lexicographer who showed interest in forming a South American association, and this is now developing.

*The management committee keeps minutes of its meetings; this summary serves to inform the Continental Associations, which are urged to share the Report with their members.*